FAQ AM Crypto.

We shall not go into defnitions of bitcoin and blockchain, but if you are already here
then you are eager to learn more about our opportunities. Below is the list of questions
that we hear most of all, so we decided to save your and our time.

1. Why your company?
А In fact, let us see why. The most important thing when choosing a company is its
history. We have it. It all started with a hedge fund AM Capital Investment based in 2015.
Located in the Virgin Islands, this is a classical fund working with stocks and bonds. AM
Crypto is a part AM Capital Investment group and specializes in working with
cryptocurrency assets.
2. What are the advantages of a robot as compared to a trader?
A robot is operational 24/7, it is hardly likely that any trader can boast of such a
productivity.
3. Is human factor part of your operations?
We are traders ourselves and keep abreast of developments, watching closely operation
of all the robots.
4. There are many other robots, in which way yours is different from the others?
Our algorithm has been successful for 7 years! New products periodically appear on the
market. We monitor and compare opportunities and can state for sure that our robot is
very much different from other options. We earn on volatility and increase client’s
income in cryptocurrency. If the market is moving down the robot heads for a drop. If the
coins rise, the algorithm allows to be above the market.
5. When the market goes down why don’t I earn a proft?
Once again: the robot is not a magician! The algorithm substantially (by 10-15 %)
cushions the drop. However, situations may arise when the robot heads for a “plus” even
when a coin is in a “minus”. The most striking result can be seen only in a long term.

6. What time period is the most indicative?
The best time period starts from a month. As a rule, it is a long term investment that
yields the best result, which you can observe online.
7. What coins shall I choose for a portfolio?
There are clients who pick up coins themselves. Our experts can assist you in choosing
the best solutions but the last word stays with you.
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8. What crypto exchange shall I choose?
Each exchange has its pluses and minuses. Usually our clients decide on a market
platform themselves. However, we can help: here you can see what exchanges are the
most popular with our clients.

The remaining 19% of assets are distributed among other exchanges (Bitfnex, Binance,
GDAX, Poloniex, Kraken, Quoinex, Bitmex, HitBTC)
9. The market goes down and I am in panic, shall I disconnect?
Panic among clients is more often a completely normal correction situation. You should
not disconnect, if the real need arises our experts take appropriate actions.
10. What are possible risks?
You should bear in mind that crypto trading, the same way as conventional trading,
has inherent risks to lose funds. That is why we advise to enter the market with a
comfortable amount of money that will not upset your budget.
11. What is the target proftability?
The target proftability is 10-15% per month. Some months yield more return than the
others. The resulting proftability depends on many grounds: chosen currency pairs, coin
volatility, market conditions and so on.
12. Shall we start right now? What do I need to do?
We need your API and secret keys for trading. Then we can launch the robot.

13. What can I see in 24/7 view mode?
When inside the exchange, you can see all deals and everything that the robot is busy
with.
14. At which point in time do you charge your fees?
Our fee via “success fee” pattern is 30%. You transfer the amount on your own.
15. I need a private meeting in order to discuss a few other questions and launch the robot.
All right, get in touch with us thr ough feedback on our site and we call you back to
arrange a meeting.

